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Check out Oscar Award-Winning film Parasite at MPL!

Don't forget you can place holds on films and have them delivered to your
nearest location!

BombshellBombshell
A group of women decide to take on Fox News head Roger Ailes and the toxic atmosphere he presided over at

the network. Starring Charlize Theron, Nicole Kidman, and Margot RobbieStarring Charlize Theron, Nicole Kidman, and Margot Robbie

Rated RRated R

CatsCats
Oscar-winning director Tom Hooper transforms Andrew Lloyd Webber’s record-shattering stage musical into a

breakthrough cinematic event. Starring TStarring Taaylor Swift, Jennifer Hudson, and Idris Elbaylor Swift, Jennifer Hudson, and Idris Elba

Rated PGRated PG

ClemencyClemency
Bernadine is a stoic prison warden, but two back-to-back executions put a strain on her marriage, career, and

convictions. Starring Alfre WStarring Alfre Woodard and Woodard and Wendell Pierceendell Pierce

Rated RRated R

Jumanji: The NeJumanji: The Next Lxt Leevvelel
he gang is back, but the game has changed. As they return to Jumanji to rescue one of their own, they discover

that nothing is as they expect. The players will have to brave parts unknown and unexplored, from the arid

deserts to the snowy mountains, in order to escape the world’s most dangerous game. Starring DwaStarring Dwayne "Theyne "The

Rock" JohnsonRock" Johnson

Rated PG-13Rated PG-13

The NightingaleThe Nightingale
Set during the colonization of Australia in 1825, the film follows 21-year-old convict Clare. Having served her

time, she is eager to be free of her abusive master, Lieutenant Hawkins. Clare becomes the victim of a

harrowing crime by the lieutenant and his cronies. When authorities fail to deliver justice, she decides to pursue

Hawkins and enlists the help of a young Aboriginal tracker. As they go, they must learn to find empathy for one

another while weighing the true cost of revenge. Starring Damon HerrimonStarring Damon Herrimon

Rated RRated R

Golden PreGolden Preyy by John Sandford
A series of audacious robberies compels newly appointed U.S. marshal Lucas Davenport to investigate the possible return of a gang
leader who once killed two FBI agents.

AnAnything is Pything is Possibleossible by Elizabeth Strout
Two sisters, one who trades self-respect for a wealthy husband and one who discovers a kindred spirit in the pages of a book, struggle
with intimate human dramas at the sides of their community members and a returned Lucy Barton.

The Stars are FireThe Stars are Fire by Anita Shreve
In a book based on the true story of the largest fire in Maine’s history, a young woman is tested by a catastrophic event and its
devastating aftermath.

My Italian BulldozerMy Italian Bulldozer by Alexander McCall Smith
Visiting the idyllic Italian town of Montalcino to finish his overdue cookbook, writer Paul Stewart endures setbacks that leave him
stranded at the airport until a stranger offers him transportation on a bulldozer, triggering a madcap series of adventures on the Tuscan
countryside.

The Shadow LandThe Shadow Land by Elizabeth Kostova
Accidentally taking a parcel from a family with whom she shared a cab, a young American tourist in Bulgaria is horrified to discover that
the parcel contains an urn of ashes and embarks on an effort to return it to its family, making astonishing discoveries along the way.

WWar Cryar Cry by Wilbur A Smith
A sequel to Assegai is set in Africa between World Wars I and II and finds widower Leon Courtney navigating murky political waters while
his headstrong daughter, Saffron, travels to culturally contrasting London to attend Oxford.

Finding GideonFinding Gideon by Eric Jerome Dickey
Calling in support from the beautiful Hawks when his latest job takes an unprecedented toll, jet-setting contract killer Gideon launches a
plan to take down his nemesis, Midnight, who has assembled a team of mercenaries targeting Gideon's loved ones.

Song of the LionSong of the Lion by Anne Hillerman
When a deadly bombing in the Shiprock High School parking lot is discovered to be part of a terrorist plot to disrupt peaceful
negotiations between the Hopi and Dine tribes, retired Lieutenant Joe Leaphorn discovers links between the bombing and a cold case
from earlier in his career.

The LThe Lost Orderost Order by Steve Berry
When rival factions of a dangerous clandestine organization begin a race to find billions in stolen treasure hidden by their progenitors,
Justice Department agent Cotton Malone finds the case complicated by his unsuspected ties to the organization and the political
schemes of an unscrupulous politician.

The ChosenThe Chosen by J. R. Ward
Falling in love with brotherhood rival Xcor, a tortured man in custody who is awaiting interrogation, Layla seeks to gain his freedom and
secure their relationship by appealing to the Black Dagger Brotherhood for a chance to let him prove himself.
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A Hidden LifeA Hidden Life
Based on real events, this is the story of an unsung hero, Franz Jägerstätter, who refused to fight for the

Nazis in World War II. When the Austrian peasant farmer is faced with the threat of execution for

treason, it is his unwavering faith and his love for his wife Fani and children that keep his spirit alive.

Starring August Diehl and VStarring August Diehl and Valerie Palerie Pachnerachner

Rated PG-13Rated PG-13

Richard JewellRichard Jewell
American security guard Richard Jewell (Paul Walter Hauser) saves thousands of lives from an

exploding bomb at the 1996 Olympics, but is vilified by journalists and the press who falsely report that

he was a terrorist. Starring PStarring Paul Waul Walter Hauser and Olivia Wildealter Hauser and Olivia Wilde

Rated RRated R

Star WStar Wars Episode IX: The Rise of Skywalkars Episode IX: The Rise of Skywalkerer
No one's ever really gone. Rey's journey continues, and the Skywalker saga concludes.

Starring Adam DrivStarring Adam Driverer

Rated PG-13Rated PG-13

WWaavveses
Set against the vibrant landscape of South Florida, and featuring an astonishing ensemble of award-

winning actors and breakouts alike, this film traces the epic emotional journey of a suburban African-

American family, led by a well-intentioned but domineering father, as they navigate love, forgiveness,

and coming together in the aftermath of a loss. A heartrending story about the universal capacity for

compassion and growth even in the darkest of times. Starring TStarring Taaylor Russell and Bill Wiseylor Russell and Bill Wise

Rated RRated R

FFrraming John DeLaming John DeLoreanorean
Money, power, politics, drugs, scandal, and fast cars. The incredible story of John DeLorean is the stuff of a

Hollywood screenwriter's dreams. But who was the real John DeLorean? To some, he was a renegade

visionary who revolutionized the automobile industry. To others, he was the ultimate con man. For the first

time, the story recounts the extraordinary life and legend of the controversial automaker.

Starring Alec BaldwinStarring Alec Baldwin

Not RatedNot Rated

WWe Hae Havve Alwae Always Livys Lived in the Castleed in the Castle
Two sisters live secluded in a large manor and care for their deranged uncle. The rest of their family died five

years before, under suspicious circumstances. When a cousin arrives for a visit, family secrets and scandals

unravel.

Starring AleStarring Alexandrxandra Daddario, Ta Daddario, Taissa Farmiga, and Crispin Gloaissa Farmiga, and Crispin Glovverer

Not RatedNot Rated

Divide And Conquer: The Story Of Roger AilesDivide And Conquer: The Story Of Roger Ailes
This documentary deftly fuses the personal, the political, and the just plain surreal as it charts the rise and fall

of Fox News Chairman Roger Ailes. Variously called a bulldog, a kingmaker, and the Ernest Hemingway of

campaign advisors, Ailes was a key media consultant to Presidents Nixon, Reagan, and George H.W. Bush,

powerfully shaping American political history over the last 50 years. In 2016, Ailes was forced out of Fox amid

multiple allegations of sexual harassment.

SaSay Her Name: The Life And Death Of Sandry Her Name: The Life And Death Of Sandra Blanda Bland
An investigation into what happened to activist Sandra Bland, who died in police custody after a routine traffic

stop.

LittleLittle
Jordan is a take-no-prisoners tech mogul who torments her long-suffering assistant and employees

daily. When faced with an unexpected threat to her personal life and career, she magically transforms into a

thirteen-year-old version of herself. Starring Justin HartleStarring Justin Hartley and Regina Hally and Regina Hall

Rated PG-13Rated PG-13

Little woodsLittle woods
Ollie is barely getting by in an economically depressed fracking boomtown in NOrth Dakota. She has left her

days of illegally running prescription pills over the Canadian border and looking for a new job to get out of her

small town. When her mother dies, she is faced with challenges of family, unplanned pregnancy, and a

deadbeat ex. Starring TStarring Tessa Thompson and Lily Jamesessa Thompson and Lily James

Rated RRated R

Alita: Battle AngelAlita: Battle Angel
When Alita awakens with no memory in a future world she does not recognize, she is taken in by Ido, a

compassionate doctor who realizes that somewhere in this abandoned cyborg shell is the heart and soul of a

young woman. When deadly and corrupt forces that run the city come after Alita, she discovers a clue to her

past. Starring Rosa SalazarStarring Rosa Salazar, Mahershala Ali, and Jennifer Connelly, Mahershala Ali, and Jennifer Connelly

Rated PG-13Rated PG-13

ColumbusColumbus
When a renowned architecture scholar falls suddenly ill during a speaking tour, his son Jin finds finds himself

stranded in Columbus, Indiana, a small Midwestern city celebrated for its modernist buildings *nominated for
six film awards*StarringStarring John Cho, HaleJohn Cho, Haley Lu Richardson, Py Lu Richardson, Parkarker Per Poseoseyy, and Rory Culkin, and Rory Culkin

NRNR
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